
     

               ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL GWALIOR                    
Dear Parents, 

As we step into the month of February, our focus turns towards the upcoming annual exams. We believe 

that a structured approach to preparation is key for our students' success. Here's a brief overview and 

some guidelines to help both you and your child navigate this crucial period. 

Annual Exam Theme-This February, our educational journey is centred around effective preparations for 

the upcoming annual exams. We encourage an environment that fosters focus, discipline, and a positive 

mind-set towards learning. Help your child identify specific goals for each study session. This will provide a 

sense of direction and accomplishment. Break down study sessions into manageable chunks, with breaks 

in between to avoid burnout. Short, focused sessions tend to be more effective. Ensure a balanced 

approach by dedicating time to each subject daily. This helps in retaining information and prevents last-

minute cramming. 

Healthy Lifestyle- Ensure your child maintains a healthy lifestyle with sufficient sleep, nutritious meals, and 

regular physical activity. A well-balanced lifestyle positively impacts cognitive functions. 

Remember, each child is unique, and it's essential to tailor the study schedule according to their individual 

needs and learning styles. Your support and involvement in this process play a crucial role in your child's 

academic success. 

Thank you for your collaboration in making this annual exam preparation a positive and constructive 

experience for our students. 

With kind Regards, 

Class Teachers  

(Mrs Renu singh,  Ms Neelima Tomar,  Mrs Nisha Gautam,  Mr Sumit Neekhra ,Mrs Mayuri Tripathi ,Mr   

 Hridesh Parashar)  

Class - V         Academic Plan                            February 2024 
 

(Sections: Ebony, Maple, Mulberry, Laurel, Chestnut, Willow) 

 
ENGLISH               Revision for Annual examination 

     ROOTS AND WINGS: Lesson 6,7,8,9,10,11 

     Poem: 3,4,5,6 

     GRAMMAR TROVE: Chapter 2,4,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 

Reading Skills: Unseen Passage, Poem Comprehension  

Writing Skills: Informal Letter, Dialogue Writing. 

 

HINDI     Revision for Annual examination  
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MATHEMATICS               Revision for Annual examination 

     Chapter 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES  Revision for Annual examination 

     Chapter:7,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20 

Atlas : Identifies directions location of different Eastern States, Rivers, 
Famous Historical Monuments, On Political Map of India 

 
COMPUTER               Chapter -9 and Revision for Annual examination 
     https://youtu.be/JR8zhA7zjZk 
 
 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  Revision for Annual examination 
     TERM II  
     Page no. 39-70 
                     
 
WORK EDUCATION   Holi Drawing 

     https://youtu.be/P9r6R3m5w_4?si=U4O_moPErRddbQwn                      

       

ART EDUCATION  Learn to draw (Minion) 
     Fun with textures (Foot print), Value time ,Festive sesson 
 
                 https://youtu.be/uaHSHIvPn04?si=_ppZdmAbQIVh8GiN      
    
 
HEALTH AND  
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  Football     
     https://youtu.be/ilvLx_cXq6g?feature=shared   
         
MUSIC/ DANCE   
     Music - Nature / spring song exploring rhythem tempo  
     Link:      
     
     Dance - Revision for Annual examination    

  

 THEME: Preparation for the Annual Examinations 

DEED: Make a Study Schedule 
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